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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1795484A1] In an elevator apparatus, a car and a counterweight are raised/lowered within a hoistway by drive forces of a first driving
unit and a second driving unit. The first driving unit and the second driving unit are respectively arranged at an upper portion of the hoistway so that
rotation shafts of a first drive sheave and a second drive sheave are vertical to a horizontal plane. The car and the counterweight are suspended
by a main rope body including a first main rope wrapped around the first drive sheave and a second main rope wrapped around the second drive
sheave. The first main rope includes a first end and a second end connected to the upper portion of the hoistway, and the second main rope
includes a third end and a fourth end connected to the upper portion of the hoistway. A first car sash pulley and a second car sash supply, around
which the first main rope and the second main rope are wrapped, respectively, are mounted to the car. A first counterweight sash pulley and a
second counterweight sash pulley, around which the first main rope and the second main rope are wrapped, respectively, are mounted to the
counterweight.
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